Estimation of Frequency Modulated Radio Transmitter Power Required to Cover a Particular Distance Based on Available Radio Receiver Sensitivity and Desired Signal Range
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Abstract: Effective communication is a very important aspect of any community. Radio communication provides a means for fast and easy circulation of information. Frequency Modulated (FM) Transmitters currently in use in the country are procured blindly without first investigating to know the required power of the transmitter to be procured, this leads to spending money on a transmitter that is either too powerful for the purpose or not powerful enough. In this research, the required output power of the transmitter required to cover the active areas of Federal University Wukari was computed by using the relationship between output power, receiver sensitivity and required distance. It was discovered that a radio transmitter with an output power of 63 mW (18 dBm) can cover all active parts of the school which was discovered to be 1375 m radius. It was concluded that the methods used in this study can be used to estimate required output power during transmitter design and procurement.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Frequency Modulated (FM) radio transmitters are used to transmit voice signals across/over a range within which individuals can receive the signals with their FM radio receiver. The importance of such a communication medium within any community or organisation cannot be over emphasized as it provides a means of disseminating important information across the community and serves as a facilitator for other fun and exciting activities within the community. In electronics and telecommunications, a transmitter or radio transmitter is an electronic device which with the aid of an antenna produces radio waves. The transmitter itself generates a radio frequency alternating current which is applied to the antenna. When the antenna is excited by the alternating current, it radiates radio waves. In addition to their use in broadcasting, transmitters are necessary components parts of many electronic devices that communicate by radio such as cell phones, wireless computer networks, bluetooth enabled devices, garage door openers, two- way radio and broadcast stations [1].

Communication can be defined as the process of transmitting information and common understanding from one person to another [2]. However, when the distance between the communicating parties becomes very large, the transmission of signals over long distances such as by telegraph, radio or television is called telecommunication [3]. This form of communication is not limited to sound alone and can be applied for computer data, videos and pictures [4].

A number of approaches have been taken with regards to estimating radio transmitter range and power. [5] discussed how mathematical models are used to estimate transmitter range in wireless network. [6] discussed how antenna height can be adjusted to reduced path loss and hence improve the range of a radio transmitter, [7] studied the effect of other factors like antenna tilt on transmitter coverage. [8] discussed the use of the Friis transmission equation for estimation of required transmitter power.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Determination of the Sensitivity (E) of Available Radio Receivers

The sensitivity of the available radio receivers was gotten through an open market survey by checking through the technical data sheet of the most common radio receivers used in the study area and the readings were tabulated. The radio receiver with the lowest sensitivity was used for the computation.

2.2. Estimation of the Distance (D) to be Covered by the Radio Transmitter

Measurement is the assignment of numbers to objects or events. It is a cornerstone of most natural sciences, technology, economics and quantitative research in other social sciences. The desired transmitter range was achieved by using Global Positioning System (GPS) readings. The GPS is a space based navigation system that provides location and time information in all weather conditions [9], anywhere on or near the earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight [10]. GPS is globally used for tracking and navigation purpose [11]. GPS has been applied in vehicle security [12], computer science and wireless video processing [13], location awareness and navigation [14] and health related physical activities [15]. The range to be covered by the radio receiver was achieved by getting satellite location of the point in which the transmitter will be located within the school and also locating the furthest desired point where the signals transmitted are to be received. The distance between the activity center of the main campus of the Federal University Wukari and the furthest satellite boy’s hostel was measured using the Field Area Measurement software which can be downloaded on any android device that is equipped with a GPS.

2.3. Computation of the Desired Transmitter Power

The desired transmitter power was estimated by using the formula given in equation (1):

\[ E = \frac{\sqrt{30P_t}}{d} \]  

By making \( P_t \) the subject of formula we obtain:

\[ P_t = \frac{E^2d^2}{30} \]  

where \( P_t \) is the required transmitter power

\( E \) is the sensitivity of available radio receivers

\( d \) is the range or distance to be covered by the transmitter

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Determination of the Sensitivity of Available Radio Receivers

Receiver sensitivity is normally taken as the minimum input signal (\( S_{\text{min}} \)) required to produce a specified output signal having a specified signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and is defined as the minimum signal-to-noise ratio times the mean noise power and is given by equation (3)

\[ S_{\text{min}} = (S/N)_{\text{min}} K T_o B(NF) \]  

Where \( S_{\text{min}} \) = Minimum Signal-to-Noise ratio needed to process a signal

\( NF \) = Noise Figure/ Noise Factor

K = Boltzmann’s Constant = \( 1.38 \times 10^{-23} \text{ joule/K} \)

\( T_o \) = Absolute temperature of the receiver input in Kelvin

\( B \) = Receiver bandwidth

The sensitivity of radio receivers can be gotten from technical data sheets that come with the radio receivers. Table 1 shows the sensitivity values obtained for available radio receivers in the vicinity of the project site. From Table 1, the sensitivity for the computation is therefore 10 \( \mu \text{V} \)
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Table1. Sensitivity of Available Radio Receivers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/NO</th>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>SENSITIVITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>X-BASS AM/FM/SW1-2 4 BAND RADIO</td>
<td>10µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>KCHIBO FM/MW/SW 1-6 8 BANDS &amp; MP3 RADIO</td>
<td>10µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>KCHIBO FM/TV1/MW/SW 1-9 12 BANDS RECEIVER</td>
<td>10µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>KCHIBO FM/MW/SW 1-20 20 BAND RECEIVER</td>
<td>20µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>KCHIBO FM/MW/SW1/SW2 4 BAND RECIEVER</td>
<td>20µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>KCHIBO FM/MW/SW1-10 HIGH SENSITIVITY RADIO</td>
<td>20µV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Transmitter Distance (D)

From the Global Positioning System (GPS), using the Fields Area Measurement Software, a total distance of $1.373km \equiv 1373m$ was obtained as the total range to be covered by the transmitter: Plate 1 shows the diagram of the readings gotten from the software.

![Diagram of Fields Area Measurement](image)

Fig3.1. Estimating the Transmitter Range using Fields Areas Measurement

3.3. Required Output Power $P_t$ of the Radio Transmitter

By substituting the radio receiver sensitivity $E$ gotten in equation and the desired distance obtained in into equation (2) we obtain:

$$P_t = \frac{(20 \times 10^{-6})^2 \times (1375)^2}{30}$$

The distance is 1375 m. However, According to [10] the formula represented in equation (1) has an efficiency of 1%, this implies that we will be calculating for a distance of 137500 m substituting this into our equation (2) we obtain:

$$P_t = \frac{(10 \times 10^{-6})^2 \times (137500)^2}{30}$$

$$P_t = \frac{1.89}{30} = 0.063W = 63\text{ mW}$$

Converting the estimated output power from mW to dBm we obtain:

Power in dBm $= 10 \log_{10}(\text{Power in milliWatt})$

$\Rightarrow dBm = 10 \log_{10}(63)$

$dBm = 10 \times 1.799 = 17.99\text{ dBm} \approx 18\text{ dBm}$

The transmitter power $P_t$ expressed in equation (4) shows that a transmitter power of 63 mW is required to covered the current active areas of Federal University Wukari which is about 1.375 km radius.
4. DISCUSSION

[16] built an FM transmitter which transmits at a frequency of 98.2 MHz with an output power of 6.3 dBm. His transmitter was capable of covering a distance of 500 metres. Likewise, [10] built an FM transmitter which transmits at a frequency of 107.2 MHz with an output power of 3.98 dBm which was capable of transmitting signals to be received at 206 metres radius of the transmitter location. Both of these transmitters were not constructed using equation (2)

The works of both [16] and [10] confirms that the formula represented in equation (2) can be used to estimate the transmitter power required to cover a given distance before the transmitter is constructed.

5. CONCLUSION

The result of this research work showed that the formula represented in equation (2) can be used to estimate transmitter power required to cover predetermined area or distance. It also confirmed that the methodology or approach utilized in this research work can be followed to estimate transmitter power.

It was discovered that the total active area of the school which is 1375m can be covered with a radio transmitter with output power of 18dBm
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